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SAFETY  

 
 

 

Information 
If in doubt contact the supplier. 

 

Allow adequate working space and 
be aware of others working around 
you. 

 

Please read these instructions 
thoroughly before starting 
assembly. 

 

Take care when handling heavy 
items particularly when lifting or 
stretching. 

 

Inspect all packages for damage 
and check that all components 
have been supplied. 

 

Warning 
Rules for safe use of shelving. 

 

Assembly should be undertaken 
by at least two people. 

 

Not suitable for use in damp or wet 
environments. 

 

Caution 
During assembly 

 

Ensure that the maximum load 
carrying capacities are not 
exceeded. 

 

Wear appropriate clothing - 
protective gloves and footwear 
are recommended.  

Shelves must be loaded evenly. 
Load heavier items on the bottom. 

 

Dispose of packaging materials 
responsibly. 

 

Never climb or stand on the 
shelves. 

 

Make sure the floor is level.   

 

 

CONTACT US 
 

 

01977 555007 

: 
sales@rackingsolutions.co.uk  www.rackingsolutions.co.uk 

 
TOTAL RACKING SOLUTIONS LTd,  

UNIT B2, WHITWOOD ENTERPRISE PARK, WHITWOOD LANE, CASTELFORD WF10 5PX 
 
Racking Solutions specialises in all types of racking and shelving for a huge variety of uses. We are a family run 
business and we really go the extra mile for our customers. We pride ourselves on offering superb quality products 
at exceptionally competitive prices.  

Whether you’re looking to fit out your garden shed / garage / shop / office unit / school / college / workshop / public 
office / Army barracks / power station / Industrial factory and thousands more we really do have the right priced 
solution and quality product just for you.  

Our products really are second to none. We over engineer everything we sell compared to many of our 
competitors. You won’t be disappointed in our racking and it is very easy to assemble. 

Give our friendly Sales Team a ring we're here to help. 

mailto:sales@rackingsolutions.co.uk
http://www.rackingsolutions.co.uk/
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SPECIFICATIONS 

Description  
The CU005 Heavy Duty Corner Steel Shelving unit with 5 levels is ideal for the corner of garage, home, warehouse, 
workshop or even office.  
The racking frame is made from 1.2mm thick graded steel, powder coated in a Blue Gloss for long lasting finish. The 
shelves are made from super smooth solid 7mm MDF and can hold a massive 275kg UDL per shelf.  
The CU005 corner unit is boltless and its assembly only requires the use of a rubber mallet. 
 

 
Contents  
CU005 Heavy Duty Corner Steel Shelving unit  
includes: 
6 x upright L-shaped beams 90cm, 90o 
4 x upright L-shaped beams 90cm, 120o 
10 x long back beams 90cm,  
5 x medium front beams 63cm,  
10 x short side beams 45cm,  
3 x upright connectors 90o, 
2 x upright connectors 120o, 
6 x plastic feet 90o, 
4 x plastic feet 120o 
5 x MDF boards 
 

 
Specifications 
Dimensions: 180cm H x 90cm/63cm W x 45cm D 
Capacity: 275kg UDL per shelf 
Materials: 1.2mm thick graded steel, 7mm MDF 
Weight: 36kg 
 
 
Guarantee 
A 5 years guarantee applies to all our products. If for any reason a part is missing please get in touch within 7 days on 
receipt of your order. You can call or email our helpful Customer Support Team.      
If you wish to return a product in perfect working order, we provide a 60 day returns policy as long as the item is 
unopened and in a resalable condition. 
 

 

PRODUCT FEATURES 

1) upright L-shaped beam 90cm, 90o 
2) upright L-shaped beams 90cm, 120o 
3) long back beam 90cm,  
4) medium front beam 63cm,  
5) short side beam 45cm,  
6) upright connector 90o, 
7) upright connector 120o,  
8) plastic feet 90o, 
9) plastic feet 120o 
10) MDF board,  
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 

1) Group parts together and lay them on the floor. 
2) Attach 5 plastic feet to the end of 5 L-shaped upright beams 

(3x90o and 2x120o) 
3) Before assembling, ensure the short, medium and long 

beams are the correct way up. They should create an upside 
down L-shape in profile.  

4) Take two of the L-shaped upright beams (90o) and attach a 
long beam across the bottom to connect them, creating a U-
shape. Push the beams into the bar locking system. 
Remember to have them the right way up and then tap with 
a rubber mallet into place.  
 

 

 

5) Connect to the U-shape a third L-shaped upright beam (90o) 
with a long beam. This will create the back corner. 

6) Connect to each side one L-shaped upright beam (120o) with 
a short beam. 

7) Complete the level by inserting one medium beam.  
Make sure the beams, that form each shelf, are levelled 
otherwise your shelf will not be straight. 

8) Slot one MDF board into this metal shelf securing with a tap 
of the mallet. Your base and first shelf is complete. 

 

 

 
 

 

9) For the second shelf slot the 2 short beams then the medium 
beam and then the 2 long back beams. Make sure the 
beams, that form each shelf, are levelled otherwise your 
shelf will not be straight.  
Slot one MDF board into this metal shelf securing with a tap 
of the mallet. Your second shelf is complete. It is 
recommended to evenly distribute the shelf height to gain 
maximum strength. 

10) At the top of the first set of the uprights attach a 90o beam 
connector to each of the three 90o upright corner beams. And 
a 120o beam connector to each of the two 120o upright 
corner beams. Push the bars into the slots and tap with a 
rubber mallet into place.  
 

 

 

11) To each of these connectors you are now able to attach the 
remaining 5 L-shaped upright beams (3x90o and 2x120o). 

12) Then continue to build the rest of the shelves attaching the 
short, medium and long beams. Slot in each of the remaining 
MDF boards as you go. 

13) For the last shelf we recommend slotting and locking it at the 
top key hole. This will add to the racking strength and rigidity. 

14) Attach the remaining 5 feet to the top of the uprights if 
desired (3x90o and 2x120o). 

15) Your CU005 Heavy Duty Corner Steel Shelving Unit should 
now be complete.      
    

 

 


